Abstract. With the development of online news services, users now can actively respond to online news by expressing subjective emotions, which can help us understand the predilections and opinions of an individual user, and help news publishers to provide more relevant services. Neural network methods have achieved promising results, but still have challenges in the field of emotion tagging. Firstly, these methods regard the whole document as a stream or bag of words and can't encode the intrinsic relations between sentences. So these methods cannot properly express the semantic meaning of the document in which sentences may have logical relations. Secondly, these methods only use semantics of the document itself, while ignoring the accompanying information sources, which can significantly influence the interpretation of the sentiment contained in documents. Therefore, this paper presents a hierarchical semantic representation model of news comments using multiple information sources, called Hierarchical Semantic Neural Network (HSNN). In particular, we begin with a novel neural network model to learn document representation in a bottom-up way, capturing not only the semantics within sentence but also semantics or logical relations between sentences. On top of this, we tackle the task of predicting emotions for online news comments by exploiting multiple information sources including the content of comments, the content of news articles, and the user-generated emotion votes. A series of experiments and tests on real-world datasets have demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed approach.
Introduction
Due to the development of the internet, the past decades have witnessed an explosive growth in different types of web services such as blogs, forums, social networks and online news services. Among these various types of web services, online news has been an important type of information that attracts billions of users to read and actively respond by making comments. Users often express subjective emotions like sadness, happiness and surprise in their comments. Extracting these emotions contained in the comments can help us understand the preferences and perspectives of users, and help online news publishers to provide users with more personalized services. Therefore, an automatic emotion tagging method for online news comments is strongly desirable.
Emotion tagging is a fundamental problem in the research area of opinion mining and sentiment analysis, which has attracted much attention in information retrieval and natural language processing communities [14] [17] . The emotion tagging problem can be formulated as a multi-classification problem, which calls for identifying multiple emotion categories (e.g., happiness, sadness and angry, etc.) from user-generated content including product reviews, posts on blogs or social networks, comments in forums or comments in online news services.
The dominating approaches usually utilize machine learning algorithms to build a classifier with hand-crafted features. Since the performances of traditional machine learners are heavily dependent on feature representations [5] , deep learning methods become more and more popular recently due to the ability to learn discriminative features from data automatically.
Despite the achievement of neural network approaches, there still are some challenges. Firstly, how to encode the intrinsic relations between sentences in the semantic meaning of a document. This is important for emotion tagging because relations such as causality and contrast have great influence on determining the meaning of a document. However, existing studies usually fail to effectively capture the intrinsic relations, since sentences influence the semantic meaning equally whether they are before or after the adversatives. Secondly, these methods only use semantics of the document itself, while ignoring the accompanying information sources, which can have significant influence on interpreting the sentiment of the document. In the news comment scenario, the comments are users' response to the news articles, thus the emotions of the comments are influenced by the content of the news articles obviously. Moreover, many online news websites provide a emotion voting service through which users can share their emotions after reading news articles. These user-generated emotion votes can naturally provide guidance for assigning emotion tags to comments.
Therefore, this paper presents a hierarchical semantic representation model of news comments using multiple information sources, called Hierarchical Semantic Neural Network (HSNN). Firstly we bring in a novel neural network model to learn a hierarchical semantic representation of documents which encodes not only the semantics between words in a sentence but also the relations between sentences. Further, we combine the representations of multiple information sources including the comments, the news articles and the user-generated emotion votes together and introduce a novel classification method utilizing this hierarchical semantic representation in order to improve the result of emotion predicting and tagging. A series of experiments and tests on real-world datasets have demonstrated that our HSNN demonstrated good performances in emotion tagging compared with a selection of baseline models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of some state-of-the-art research on emotion tagging and makes discussions regarding the differences between our work and previous works. In Section 3, we present our proposed approach HSNN including hierarchical semantic representation model of document and semantic representations using multiple information sources with their classifiers utilized. Experiments are shown in Section 4. We end the paper with conclusions and an outlook on future work.
Related Work
Emotion tagging has become an important subtask of opinion mining and sentiment analysis [14] , which aims at identifying the emotion tag of a document (e.g., review of products [24] [17] . This paper focuses on emotion tagging for comments of online news.
Many machine learning techniques have been applied on sentiment classification, such as unsupervised learning techniques (e.g., [26] ), supervised learning techniques (e.g., [18] ) and semi-supervised learning techniques (e.g., [22] ). Many studies now focus on designing an effective feature schema. On this basis, relevant features can be extracted and classifiers like SVM could be used to classify each text into emotion categories. Other than these methods using only words to classify text, prior works [1] [2] [21] asserted it is arguable that emotions should be linked to specific topics instead of a single keyword, and proposed emotion-topic models by incorporating a intermediate layer of emotion into LDA. Moreover, in Li's method [12] , documents are not treated equally and influence the prediction at different levels, in order to reduce the impact of noisy documents. The weakness of the aforementioned methods are obvious. They regarded the document as a bag of words, and didn't take semantics of the document into account, while the sentiment of the document have close ties to the semantic meaning. At the meantime, some other studies analyse the emotion present in documents by considering semantics. Zhang et al. [28] brought in a Conditional Random Fields based model which take the context into account to encode the reviews. and mined the sentiment polarity to the products. Tang et al. [24] [25] constructed a neural network model, which modelled user-comment and product-comment consistencies and rated numeric scores to products accordingly. Inspired by word embedding, [15] [16] presented a batch of methods by using both local and global semantics to improve the performance on sentiment analysis. Differing from the aforementioned approaches, this paper presents a neural network model capturing both the semantics within sentence and relations between sentences to learn hierarchical document representation. Thus we can make full use of the semantic information to predict the sentiment of the documents.
On another hand, these methods only use the information of the document itself, while ignoring the accompanying information sources, which can significantly influence the interpretation of the sentiment contained in documents. This paper uses heterogeneous information sources to analyse the sentiment. To the best of our knowledge, the only work on emotion tagging for news comments is Zhang's prior works [29] [30] , which used a fixed combination strategy to merge heterogeneous information sources, and employed traditional machine learning method to tag emotions for the comments of news. Our work differs from Zhang's work since we build our model based on artificial neural networks, instead of traditional machine learning. In addition, Zhang only uses two kinds of information sources, while we use more.
Hierarchical Semantic Neural Network
We now state the emotion tagging problem as follows: Given a set of users' comments on news along with the news articles and user-generated emotion votes of the news, we should identify the emotion tags of individual comments.
Furthermore, we formulate the problem setting as follows: Given a collection of comments C and a collection of news articles D, each c ∈ C has its d ∈ D which means c is made by a user after reading d. We also have a predefined emotion set E = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , · · · , e K } from which we assign emotion tag for each comment. Afterwards each news article d is accompanied by user-generated emotion votes
the count of votes over emotion e k . On the top of this, we cast the emotion tagging problem into a multi-class classification problem that we classify a comment c into one emotion tag e k of the emotion set, according to the content of the comment itself, the content of its news article d and the emotion votes
The problem involves three issues. First, we develop a hierarchical semantics representations model of the document, according to not only the contextual relations within sentence, but also the intrinsic relations between sentences to encode the semantic meaning of document. Second, we reconstruct comments as a combination of the semantic representations of the comment itself, its news article and the user-generated emotion vote of the news. Then we use this representation as feature to classify and assign emotion tags to comments.
Hierarchical Semantic Representation Model of the Document
We introduce our proposed hierarchical semantic representation model of the document in this section, which computes fixed length continuous vector representations for documents of variables length.
Words are the basic components of sentences, and sentences constitute documents structurally and semantically. The principle of compositionality [7] states that the meaning of a longer expression (e.g., a sentence or a document) comes from the meanings of its constituents and the rules used to combine them. Thus our method to compute the document representation can be divided into two steps. We first model sentence semantic representations by producing continuous sentence vectors from word vectors/representations. Then we use sentence semantic representations to get the final document semantic representations.
Sentence Semantic Representation
In order to model the sentence semantic representation, word embedding [3] is innovated to represent each word. According to word embedding, each word is represented as a low dimensional, continuous and real-valued vector, all of which are stored in a matrix L ∈ R dim×|V | , where dim is the dimension of word vectors and V is the vocabulary. The word embedding can be initialized randomly from a uniform distribution and learned as a parameter at the some time with the trainning of a neural network [10] [23], or be pre-trained from text corpus with embedding learning algorithms [16] [19] [24] . We employ the latter method using word2vec 3 to make better use of semantic and grammatical associations of words. After that, we apply a modified convolutional neural network (CNN) to compute representations of sentences. CNN are a state-of-the-art semantic model from sentiment classification and emotion tagging [10] [11] [24] , and it can learn fixed length vectors for sentences of varying length, according to the words order in a sentence and doesn't depend on an external parse tree. Figure 1 shows the overview of our sentence method to capture the sentence semantic representation. The first lookup layer mapping words into lowdimensional vectors. The next layer performs convolutions over the embedded word vectors using filters with multiple sizes of windows. Next, we average-pool and average-fold the outputs of the convolutional layer into the representation.
We use different convolutional filters with different window widths to capture local semantics of various granularities to generate the sentence representation, which have been proven effective for sentiment classification and emotion tagging. For example, a convolutional filter with a window width of 3 essentially captures the semantics of a sentence in the perspective of trigram. In this paper, we use three different convolutional filters with widths of 3, 4 and 5 to encode the semantics of trigrams, 4-grams and 5-grams in a sentence.
Formally, given a sentence consisting of n words denoted as {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , . . . , w n }, l cf is the window width of a convolutional filter cf , W cf and b cf is the shared parameters of linear layers of this filter. Each word w i in the sentence is mapped to its word embedding we i ∈ R dim through word a embedding matrix L ∈ R dim×|V | , where dim is the dimension of word embedding. The input of a linear layer is the concatenation of l cf word embeddings in the window of this filter, which is denoted as I cf = we i ; we i+1 ; . . . ; we i+l cf −1 ∈ R dim·l cf . The output of a linear layer is shown as follows:
where W cf ∈ R l ocf ×dim·l cf , b cf ∈ R l ocf , l ocf is the length of the output of this convolutional layer, tanh is the hyperbolic tangent to increase the non-linear property without affecting the receptive fields of the convolution.
Afterwards, we feed all the outputs of a convolutional filter into an average pooling layer to capture the overall semantics. Then we use an average fold layer to merge the outputs of different filters to get the final sentence representation.
Document Semantic Representation
Next, we introduce our method to generate a document representation from the obtained sentence vectors, utilizing long-short term memory model (LSTM).
Given a set of vectors of sentences, a simple and natural strategy to form a text vector is taking the average/max/min value of the sentence vectors as text vector. Obviously it can't capture complex relations such as causality and contrast between sentences since it totally ignores the order and logical relationship of sentences. Using convolutional neural network is an alternative to model local relations using its convolution with shared parameters partly. But this capability is considerably limited by the window size of the convolutional filter. The main idea behind recurrent neural network is to make use of sequential information of sentences. RNN is called recurrent because it performs the same task for every element of a sequence, with the output being depended on the previous computations. This helps it to encode the relations between sentences in long sequences, even if the two related sentences are far from each other in theory. Unfortunately, RNN suffers from gradient vanishing or exploding [4] , which means gradients may grow or decay exponentially over long sequences. This makes it nearly impossible to model long-distance correlations in a sequence.
To solve this problem, we use a modified long-short term memory model. The transition function of LSTM used in this paper is shown as follows:
where x t is the input vector of LSTM at the t-th step, in this section it's the t-th sentence semantic representation. f t , i t , W f , W i , b f , b i adaptively forget and update the information of hidden vector and input vector, W C and b C form the candidate vector, h t−1 is the hidden vector which represents the history status and maintains the accumulated knowledge of previous t − 1 step, C t−1 andC t represent the old cell state and new candidate vector respectively at the t-th step, W h and d h help to update the hidden vector from the old hidden vector, input vector and cell state vector. As a side note, ⊙ is element-wise multiplication of two vector, which means two vectors are multiplied element by element. In classical LSTM [8] , the last hidden vector is regarded as the text representation as shown in Figure 2 . In this paper, we make a further extension called Avg LSTM by using the average of all hidden vectors as text representation. Thus we can take considerations of the differences of semantics and sentiment relations between sentences and with different historical granularities. In this subsection, we introduce three heterogeneous information sources to mine sentiment of user comments, which are content of comments, content of news articles, and user-generated emotion votes of news articles.
The first and second information sources are hierarchical semantic representation of the contents of the comments and contents of the news articles. The comments are users' response to the news articles, thus the emotions of the comments are directly influenced by the content of the news articles. So we take contents of the news articles into consideration. For modelling the semantics of the comments and the news articles, we embed the content of comment c and news article d as continuous vectorsc ∈ R dimc andd ∈ R dim d using the hierarchical semantic representation model in Section 3.1, where dim c and dim d are dimensions of the comment vector and the news vector respectively.
The last information source is derived from the emotion votes of the news articles generated by users. When tagging emotion for each comment, we can follow the normalized user-generated emotion votes of the news article to which the comment belongs. How likely the comment c of news article d will be tagged by emotion e i according to the information of emotion votes can be denoted bȳ µ i . Hence we reconstitute the votes vector M d through normalization as follows:
On this basis, we define the final semantic representation vector of comment c as rep(c) = c;d;M d and feed it to the classifier.
At last, an overview of our proposed hierarchical semantic representation model using multiple information sources is shown in Figure 4 .
Sentiment Classification
In this section, we use hierarchical semantic representations using multiple information sources as discriminative features instead of handcrafted features which are used in traditional machine learning.
As shown in Section 3.2, the hierarchical semantic representation is the concatenation of semantic representation of comment, semantic representation of news article and continuous representation of user-generated emotion votes. On top of this, we introduce a Softmax classifier to transform the feature representations into conditional probabilities which can be interpreted as the probabilities of comments to be assigned into each emotion tag.
Given the i-th comment c i in the corpus, the conditional probability that the comment should be associated with emotion e k (k = 1, 2, · · · , K) within the set of emotion tags can be calculated as probability values with a softmax function.
where c i is the i-th comment, rep i is the input hierarchical semantic representation feature of c i , E is the set of emotion categories, ω is the matrix that transforms representation rep i into a real-valued vector with dimension of |E|, ω j is the combination parameter for each term with emotion e j . Afterwards, we train the model in a supervised way, where each comment in the training corpus is accompanied with its ground truth emotion tag. We introduce the cross-entropy error between ground truth sentiment distribution and predicted sentiment distribution as the objective loss function as follows:
where c ∈ C is a comment, e is a emotion in the set of emotion categories E, P (e|c) is the predicted distribution, P g (e|c) is the ground truth sentiment distribution with the same dimension of E, in which only the dimension corresponding to the ground truth is set to 1, and the others are set to 0.
We feed the cross-entropy error loss function into the back propagation algorithm to update the whole set of parameters of
In this paper, we didn't enforce L2 norm constraints on parameters, instead we employ dropout [20] [27] as a regularization method to reduce overfitting. The main idea of dropout is bringing in random removal of some units in a neural network during training, but keeping all of them during testing. Dropout involves a hyper parameter p, which means individual units are either "dropped out" of the network with the probability 1 − p or kept with the probability p in each iteration, so that a reduced network is left to be trained in each iteration and the removed units keep their original weights.
Specifically, for the CNN part in this paper, before we feed I cf into the convolutional layer, we add a dropout mask vector to the input vector to produce a dropout-modified input vectorÎ cf which is formulated as follows:
where m is the dropout mask with the same dimension of I cf , and m (i) is the i-th element of m. Note that, m keeps changing for every I cf . For the LSTM part, the hidden vector is also converted into a dropout-modified form similarly.
Experiment
In this section, we first introduce our experimental settings including the datasets used, evaluation metrics and baseline algorithms, then we present the experimental results with analysis and discussion.
Dataset
We collected the most-viewed news articles with their comments and user emotion votes in 6 months of 2011 from the Society channel of Sina News 4 and the Entertainment channel of QQ News 5 . We only use these Chinese datasets since we have not found similar services in English yet, but the proposed model is language independent. We randomly sampled news articles with their top-20 popular comments 6 and user-generated emotion votes as our training and testing datasets, which are referred as the Sina dataset and the QQ dataset respectively in the following pages. There are 5,185 comments, 369 news articles and 83,634 emotion votes in the Sina dataset, and 5,414 comments, 372 news articles and 993,089 emotion votes in the QQ dataset. Each comment is accompanied by its corresponding news articles and emotion votes of the news articles.
For the purpose of performance evaluation, emotion labels in both datasets are manually annotated. In Sina News and QQ News, even though users can tag articles with built-in emotion categories, the tag-systems are independent from the commenting systems so a tag cannot be paired with a specific comment. Thus we cannot utilize users tags as labels, instead, we just borrow the builtin emotion categories as predefined emotion categories in the annotating task. Due to the substantial laboring efforts, each dataset is annotated by only three annotators. The detailed statistic of labelled comments on the 8 emotions in Sina and QQ dataset are shown in Table 1 . To test the annotating quality, 100 comments are randomly sampled from each dataset and a reviewer (not the annotator) annotated them blindly from the original labels. The number of consistent labels are 91 for the Sina dataset and 94 for the QQ dataset. 
Evaluation Metrics
In this paper, we apply two measures to compare the performances:
1. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) Given a comment c ∈ C with its ground truth emotion tagê c and the predicted emotion ranking list L c of c, let rank Lc (ê c ) be the position ofê c in L c , M RR can be denoted as follows:
2. Accuracy (Accu@m) Given a comment c ∈ C with its ground truth emotion tagê c and the predicted emotion ranking list L c @m including top-m emotions in L c , accu c @m can be defined as follows:
and Accu@m for the entire dataset is Accu@m = c∈C accu c @m/|C|.
Baseline Methods
We compared the proposed HSNN with the following methods for emotion tagging with 10-fold cross validation on the two datasets.
1. In SVM+n-grams, we used bag-of-n-grams of comments as features and trained SVM classifier with LIBLINEAR [6] . 2. WE, namely Word-Emotion method [21] , is a generative model based on emotional dictionaries. It first builds the word-level and topic-level emotion dictionaries, then uses them to predict the emotions of given comments. 3. In RPWM, or Reader Perspective Weighted Model [12] , comments are not treated equally and influence the prediction at different levels. 4. Standard CNN [11] and LSTM [8] are also implemented as baseline methods which are state-of-the-art technologies for semantics and sentiment analysis. Note that we used three convolutional filters with widths of 3, 4 and 5 for standard CNN as the same as our proposed HSNN. 5. Content-based Model (CM) [29] builds a supervised fixed combination classification model and uses traditional machine learning methods to predict emotions for the comments. 6. Finally, HSNN is our proposed model. Table 2 . Performances of emotion tagging using single information source. The first set of experiments in this section is conducted to evaluate the performance of our proposed HSNN in comparison to the baseline methods using only the content of comments. Experimental results are shown in Table 2 .
Comparison to Baselines
We can see that the SVM classifiers are very strong, which are almost the strongest among all baselines even though they nearly don't catch any linguistic information when the value of n is small. But with the increase of n, the bag-of-ngrams features become more and more sparse especially the comments part, since there are too few words in the comments. For example, the feature dimensions of unigrams, bigrams and trigrams on QQ dataset are 12,574, 90,687 and 158,741. This is also the reason why the performance of SVM with trigrams is the worst among three SVMs. We try to reduce the dimensions of features by only picking up emotion terms, but the performance shows no noticeable improvement.
WE is effective since it uses emotional dictionaries to predict the emotions of given comments. However, it only models comments as bag of words and doesn't take the semantic information of comments into account. RPWM is an improvement of WE, since it 1) jointly models emotions and topics by LDA, 2) calculates emotional entropy as document weights to reduce the impact of the noisy comments on the prediction. However, the results show no obvious improvement, we assume this is due to the fact that there is no significant difference between comments in the datasets used in this paper.
CM utilizes emotions terms 7 in the comments as features, and feeds them into a L2 regularization model. Since CM only takes considerations of the terms which are more likely to convey the emotions, it has a obviously better performance than the aforementioned baselines. From the comparison between CM and WE/RPWM, we also can tell that discriminative models usually have better performances and accuracies than generative models, which is proved in [9] [13] .
Standard CNN and LSTM outperform the vast majority of baseline methods significantly since they model the local semantics within the comment, from which we can tell that compositionality is important to understand the semantics and sentiment. However, there is still some room for improvement as long as the complex semantics, like the relations between sentences, are not captured well.
HSNN {CC}, which is our proposed model with single information source of content of comments, has an outstanding performance over all baseline methods, since it models not only the semantics within each sentence with modified CNN but also the relations between sentences with Avg LSTM. This gives HSNN the capability to model the complex semantics in documents. In addition, comparing HSNN {CC} with Standard CNN and LSTM, we can tell that the logical relations between sentences do help understanding the sentiment and semantics of the whole comment positively.
Statistical significance tests have been conducted. HSNN {CC} outperforms other methods with a confidence level of 0.95 on all datasets. The second set of experiments is conducted to 1) find out whether every information source would be helpful for emotion tagging for comments, and 2) evaluate the performance of HSNN with different information sources.
Effect of Multiple Information Sources
HSNN {CC}, HSNN {CN} and HSNN {UEV} are our proposed models with single information source, either of the comments, the news article or the usergenerated emotion votes. HSNN {CC+CN}, HSNN {CC+UEV} and HSNN { CN+UEV} are models with two information sources. HSNN {CC+CN+UEV} is our integrated proposed model with all three information sources Finally.
From Table 3 , we can see that HSNN {CC} achieves the best performance compared to the other two single information source HSNN, which indicates the comments is more reliable and effective to predict the emotion of comments, since the comment is our object for emotion tagging obviously. HSNN {UEV} is the second best, which means that the user-generated emotion votes are more useful than the news articles. This may be because the user emotion votes convey users' sentiments after reading the news articles more directly.
It can also be seen that HSNNs with multiple information sources generally outperform HSNNs with single information source, which shows that combining different information sources is more effective than using only one specific source of information. Furthermore, every information source is more or less helpful to understand the semantics and sentiment of comments.
Finally, HSNN {CC+CN+UEV} yields the best performances, which clearly demonstrates that utilizing all three information sources is more effective than using only one or two specific sources of information. We can tell that each source of information provides a different perspective on emotion tagging, and respectively helps the model to achieve better prediction accuracy.
Statistical significance tests have been conducted. HSNN {CC+CN+UEV} outperforms all other methods with a confidence level of 0.95 on all datasets.
Effect of Dropout
The final set of experiments is conducted to explore the effect of dropout.
Since a common value of dropout rate is p = 0.5 in practice [20] , we designate it as our baseline, and effects of different dropout rates are measured by changes in Acc@1 compared with 0.5. Experimental data show that changes in MRR and Accu@2,3 have the same trend and a similar curve as Accu@1, so we only show the changes in Acc@1, which are shown in Figure 5 . From Figure 5 we can see that non-zero dropout rates can improve the performance of emotion tagging at a range from 0.1 to 0.7, depending on datasets, which is consistent with the conclusions of previous research work [27] . In this paper, we choose p = 0.6 as our dropout rate during the experiment.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a novel methodology, namely Hierarchical Semantic Neural Network (HSNN), for emotion tagging for online news comments. Specifically, we developed a novel hierarchical semantic representation model to learn a semantic representation of a document based on both the semantics within a sentence and the relations between sentences. We also proposed a novel classification method utilizing the hierarchical semantic representation of multiple information sources. In this approach we use the information of not only the comment but also the accompanied news article and the user-generated votes to improve the classification accuracy of emotion tagging. The experimental results show that our approach outperforms the traditional approaches.
For possible future research, there are several assumptions, such as the improvement of HSNN to reorient the model to cross-domain and cross-language online news comments emotion tagging problem, or modelling the reading habits and emotional tendencies of individual users to improve the prediction accuracy.
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